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Directed to the Sun: The Sun Clock of Chanquillo
digital photograph of intervention, 28 Dec. 2014
(performed by Richard Isidro Durand Roque, Chanquillo)
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shorter or longer. The first intervention I
made on a solstice was in a cold, snowy part
of the world on 21 December 2013. On the
same date in 2014, I was taken to a coastal
desert near Casma, 5 hours north of Lima. It
was the summer solstice, the longest day of
the year.

In the winter of 2013–14, after a residency
on the quiet island of Vassivière in France,
I experienced landscapes at other extremes
in South-America, from coastal desert to
lowland jungle, and from urban chaos to
mountain valleys and arid high plains. I was
confronted with new realities, pressured
ecology, the presence of colonial history,
and remnants of ancient civilisations. The
expressive celebrations I witnessed were
fascinating, with colourful textiles and music.
I became very interested in how Peruvian
cultures use textiles, how this use is connected to plants, herbs, and flowers as energetic
elements in rituals, their relationship to
voiced practices, and ‘places of power’*.
Locations and spaces can be appreciated for
their poetic potential: finding the energy of an
environment. This can happen when sounds
fill a space and the space starts to sing back.

I was facing the sun, holding a linen shawl
in the wind, and intoning sounds: the voice
vibrating in prolonged and broken tones with
changing microtones. I was breathing slowly,
surfing on the landscape’s subtle noise and
weaving through silences.

From November 2014 to February 2015, I
went to Peru and Chile to pursue my artistic
interests within the context of different physical environments and living communities:
choirs, local colleagues and inhabitants,
and artisans.

Directed to the Sun looks at how
human rituals take place at specific sites and
during moments dedicated to cosmological
elements, such as the sun. To begin with,
I use the voice as material.
The element of the sun is a symbol of time
and is connected to the transitions of night
to day, and day to night. I began considering
the sunlight as a fundamental phenomenon
and, in 2012, started working on the project
‘All Begins With A: inspired by the SUNRISE’
(2012 – ongoing). By investigating the
sunrise as a daily moment of transformation,
I began understanding the solstice both in
a physical and cognitive sense. It is a day
in the year that is a point of no return: when
time changes direction and the days become

The ‘Directed to the Sun’ performances
celebrate factors that can be understood in
the moment of the experience. During the onsite actions, the material’s physicality allows
our senses to provide perceptions yet to be
conceptualised. I used textiles to highlight
the interplay of the landscape and the wind’s
movement. Holding the textiles, with my arms
stretched-out in front of me while singing,
sometimes these airborne surfaces became
walls, creating an acoustic space that influenced the sound. Flowing into the air, the
textiles can also be seen as the embodiment
of the voice. Christian Galarreta, an artist and
acoustic researcher from Peru, relates the
textiles to historical engravings and images,
where trails leaving the mouth represent
sound, blood, smoke, and vital energy.

Directed to the Sun: When the Tide is High
video still of intervention, 9 Feb. 2015
(performed by Maylis Diot, Barranco beach, Lima)

When these textile objects are exhibited, they
become residues of acoustic experiences
and can be interpreted as ‘non-acousmatics’:
we can see them, but cannot hear them.

Directed to the Sun: On the Solstice
digital photograph of intervention, 21 Dec. 2014
(performed by Janneke van der Putten, Casma desert)

Behind that Mountain is a Goldmine

Invisible Landscape is a project

made together with Christian Galarreta. He
introduced me to what he called ‘places of
power’*, locations in the Casma desert and
the Amazonian rainforest – the places where
we started to work. Documenting these
location’s nocturnal states, only flashes and
points of light could be perceived: the moon,
stars, passing cars, cigarettes, torches,
candles, and fireflies. This challenged the
effectiveness of the recording equipment’s
use in relation to the actual experience
of something that is difficult to grasp and
document. It also questioned the need to
reproduce situations.
For part of this project, we visited isolated
desert locations that seem far away from
urban centres. Piercing the lands along the
west coast of South-America, the PanAmerican Highway is the only road connecting each town to the next.
The resulting videos from the field recordings
refer to light and sound frequencies different to those found in urban locations. It is
intriguing how the desert’s emptiness affects
perception and resonates within the brain.
Here, the dawn sunlight unveils what were
previously invisible mountains. The landscape captures distant sound frequencies,
where the cycles of the sea’s waves mingle
with those of the highway. It is not clear what
the desert sounds like; it is a confusion of the
where and what. The identities of the sound
sources are difficult to distinguish and
therefore understood differently. We only
receive echoes and indirect sounds. The
landscape becomes a filter, providing
signals for synesthetic experiences.
* Terminology taken from conversations with
Christian Galarreta: ‘Places of power are
places with an excess of energy, that destroy
the rationality. They are places where the
sublime can be experienced.’

Invisible Landscape
video still of passing cars, Dec. 2014
(project with Christian Galarreta, Casma desert)

Voice and Space
video still of workshop, 14 Feb. 2015
(performed at Tupac Asociación Cultural, Lima)

Voice and Space is a workshop about
how our sensory body is positioned within
our environment. Through exercises involving
listening, breathing, singing, and walking, we
observe and experiment with tones, vowel
variations, and different bodily positions.
Intuitively reacting to the surroundings, we
explore how to use the space for the production of sound, amplifying and affecting the
acoustic voice. Moving towards a corner,
wall or window, or facing another singer
gives more energy to the tones and their
spatial reflections.
This enhancement is particularly strong in
the collective singing of sustained tones.
The cloud of voices can have more intensity
– walking, for example, towards the centre
of a space and then retreating again to its
edges. Mixing with each other, the decentralised voices become a pool of frequencies
with changing harmonies and dissonances.
When the same frequencies are sung, they
reinforce each other and, with small tonal
differences, can form a rich continuum. The
experiences provided by this performative
process allow the physical voice-space to
be choreographed.

About Oral Traditions The oral tradi-

tion of Indian Dhrupad music is learnt through
memory and does not originate in musical
notation. It is an approach that is in contrast

About Oral Traditions
hand-dyed, embroidered textile and related drawing with text, Jan. 2015
(produced during an Aloardi research trip to Paoyan)

to the culture and education system I come
from. It informed my perspective of sound as
a material and the possibilities of the voice:
as vibrations felt through the body. Copying
what the other sings through interaction
and response, the reproduction of a tone is
always slightly different. Similarly, over time,
this method for interpreting a tone implies
slow changes in the thread of a living tradition – the emphasis is on interpretation and
not a faithful reproduction of an original.
Visiting a family from the Shipibo-Conibo
tribe, who live along the river Ucayali in the
Peruvian Amazon, I was introduced to the
cosmic visions of an ancient culture. Here,
the textile and singing traditions are kept
alive by passing their inherent knowledge
and techniques through the generations. In
this community, the plants also ‘talk’. The
plants pass on the songs to the medicine
man or woman, who voices them during
chemically assisted, therapeutic rituals.
The visions experienced during these healing
sessions are materialised in the drawings,
patterns, and colours of the Shipibo-Conibo
textile traditions. They act as another dimension of understanding and represent the
‘images of life’. The textiles have an indirect
relationship to the songs, which are used
to guide people through their visions. The
textiles act as a surface or a skin. Their
patterns connect to their habitat by mapping
the jungle’s rivers and forests.

the regional language has been preserved,
unlike other parts of the country, where
Castellano, a form of Spanish, dominates.
The inhabitants of Paoyan are committed to
protecting their indigenous rights and land.
This community’s roots are mixing with
modernity. Plant life, intrinsically part of their
cultural identity and local agricultures, has
yet to be affected by industrial production
and privatisation. However, I became more
aware of this possibility of Western influence.
My ability to travel there is an uncomfortable
advantage of this economic power. As well
as providing income and work, Eco-tourism
also promotes the production of cultural
elements, such as the textiles, to accommodate the demands of people coming from rich
and industrialised countries, which, in turn,
affect the functionality of these traditions.
Instead buying ready-made textiles, I decided to commission a new work and engage
in an alternative dialogue. Together with two
craftspeople – a mother and daughter – we
made textiles based on drawings from my
stay. Maylis Diot, who accompanied me on
this journey, interpreted the textiles in an
essay, ‘Histoire de Fil’ (Story of the Thread).
As Maylis told me, our dreams can say
something to us; however, the textiles’
abstract symbols and optical effects can
communicate something that might be understood beyond language.

I visited Paoyan, a village located about
half a day down river from Pucallpa, where
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Interventions made between December 2014 and
January 2015 using a red shawl, orange string,
and blue fabric. Includes a series of sound-videos.
Voices by Janneke van der Putten, ‘Voice and
Space’ workshop participants, and Maylis Diot.
Recordings by Gisella Lopez, Christian Galarreta,
Gabriel Castillo, and Janneke van der Putten.
Performed at Chanquillo (the site of the oldest sun
clock in the Americas) by Richard Isidro Durand
Roque, at Casma desert by Janneke van der
Putten, and at Barranco beach, Lima, by Maylis
Diot. Made during several Aloardi research trips
and a ‘Voice and Space’ workshop.

Several nights of recordings made by Christian
Galarreta and Janneke van der Putten during two
Aloardi research trips. Includes sound-videos with
voice recordings by Gilberto Mahua and family.
Presented at the Open Studio and Conversatorio,
curated by Gabriel Castillo, as part of ‘Música:
nuevas perspectivas’, a series of events at Tupac
Asociación Cultural, Lima, 10 February 2015.

Three workshops that took place in an office,
parking lot, park, garage, garden, under a bridge,
and on a beach. Includes performances, drawings,
and videos. One workshop, performance, and
exhibition was part of ‘Ciclo Aloardi: Audiosesión’,
curated by Gabriel Castillo at Espacio Fundación
Telefónica, Lima, 22 and 23 January 2015. One
workshop took place at Selva Alegre Park, curated
by Marco Valdivia and co-produced by Asociación
Aloardi as part of the Asimtria Festival, Arequipa,
30 January 2015. One workshop took place at, and
was produced by, Tupac Asociación Cultural, Lima,
14 February 2015.

Two textiles interpreting two drawings and texts
from Janneke van der Putten’s notebook. Textiles
dyed by Emelina Venancio. Produced by Emelina
Venancio, Ketty Venancino Rodirkes, and Janneke
van der Putten. Made in Paoyan, Peru. ‘Histoire de
Fil’ essay by Maylis Diot. Works made during an
Aloardi research trip, Jan. 2015. Presented during
the ‘Portfolio Presentation’ at Tupac Asociación
Cultural, Lima, 21 Jan. 2015.
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